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Abstract: The Internet of things (IoT) technology is developing rapidly, and the IoT services are
penetrating broadly into every aspect of people’s lives. As the large amount of services grows
dramatically, how to discover and select the best services dynamically to satisfy the actual needs of
users in the IoT service set, the elements of which have the same function, is an unavoidable issue.
Therefore, for the robustness of the IoT system, evaluating the quality level of the IoT service to
provide a reference for the users choosing the most appropriate service has become a hot topic. Most
of the current methods just use some static data to evaluate the quality of the service and ignore the
dynamic changing trend of the service performance. In this paper, an estimation mechanism for the
quality level of the IoT service based on fuzzy logic is conducted to grade the quality of the service.
Specifically, the comprehensive factors are taken into account according to the defined level changing
rules and the effect of the service in the previous execution process, so that it can provide users with
an effective reference. Experiments are carried out by using a simulated service set. It is shown
that the proposed algorithm can estimate the quality level of the service more comprehensively and
reasonably, which is evidently superior to the other two common methods, i.e., the estimating method
by a Randomization Test (RT) and the estimating method by a Single Test in Steps (STS).

Keywords: Internet of Things; fuzzy logic; service level; estimation; changing rules

1. Introduction

The advent of ubiquitous wireless connectivity in conjunction with the ever-increasing
deployment of pervasive computing technologies has changed the landscape of information and
communication technologies. One of the most important examples is the Internet of Things (IoT) [1]
metaphor, which is defined as “a world-wide network of interconnected objects uniquely addressable
based on standard communication protocols”. IoT refers to the integration of large numbers of
real-world objects, that is “things”, in the Internet and aims to simplify high-level interactions of the
physical world to resemble interactions taking place in virtual electronic worlds. Theoretically, IoT can
be applied to all kinds of domains, and IoT has been widely used in many key areas such as business,
healthcare and industry [2], currently. For example, Berkers et al. proposed an ecosystem model
around a smart, horizontal IoT service platform to realize IoT business [3]. Shang et al. discussed the
application of IoT in e-commerce [4].

The IoT service has made great progress in practical applications, which has greatly facilitated our
production and our life. As a large amount of services grows dramatically, how to discover and select
the best services dynamically to satisfy the actual needs of users in the IoT service set, the elements of
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which have the same function, is an unavoidable issue. Therefore, evaluating the quality level of the
service existing in the IoT to provide a reference for the users choosing the most appropriate service
has become a hot topic in the current academic research. At present, researchers have not yet built a
unified estimating method for the quality level of the IoT service, most of which refer to the evaluation
system of web service, i.e., Quality of Service (QoS), which is the most widely-used non-functional
measurement standard, and Quality of Experience (QoE), which is an evaluation method based on
the degree of user acceptance, including both the subjective and objective aspects. For example, in [5],
a QoS ontology was proposed to describe the contextual features of the IoT services embedded in
physical entities. In [6], a multi-dimensional user requirement QoS model was used to describe service
oriented toward physical objects. In [7], four kinds of QoS calculation models were proposed, which
can be used to decompose and optimize the complex QoS requirements of IoT services. Aazam et al.
devised a QoE-based resource estimation in IoT on the basis of the Relinquish Rate (RR) to enhance
QoS [8]. The method reported in [9] adopted multiple linear regression analysis to evaluate QoE in
IoT. In [10], a framework was given of scalable QoE modeling based on the massive amount of quality
metrics for explosively increasing applications in IoT. Another IoT service measurement approach is to
establish a Service Level Agreement (SLA) or its variant [11–13] between the network service providers
and the users. The SLA is in general a contract that defines some terms such as the type of service,
the quality of service and the payment of the customer, and its application in IoT has just begun, with
many drawbacks, though it had been studied for many years in web service [11]. All these research
works above just use some static data to evaluate the quality of the service and ignore the dynamic
changing trend of the service performance during the testing or executing process. For example, most
evaluation methods based on QoS use the static service parameters to determine the service level,
with the level of services remaining unchanged after evaluations. Most of the methods based on
QoE rely too much on users’ subjective feelings, and the evaluation result is uncertain due to the
differences among each one’s feeling. In addition, the traditional approaches to handle Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) are limited to a predefined service quality provided for a fixed price. Likewise,
SLA provides only a static QoS description, and the modification of the predefined QoS parameter
results in a re-negotiation, usually combined with a service termination, which takes plenty of time
and resources [13]. However, the status, or more precisely, the properties of services change over time
moment by moment, such as the executing efficiency, the reliability, the availability, etc. When service’s
efficiency, reliability or availability decrease or increase, the service level evaluated must reflect the
latest status of services as soon as possible. Dynamic estimation of service level, therefore, is very
necessary, such as considering the latest service execution time to measure the property of its efficiency
and the history of service execution accuracy to measure its reliability by giving different weights to
different periods of time. Combined with these factors, the rangeability of the level estimated can be
influenced appropriately in order to achieve the effect of dynamic evaluation.

On the other hand, IoT services enable the interconnection of a large number of smart devices
(things) using a combination of networks and computing technologies. However, an influx of
interconnected things makes a greater demand on the underlying communication networks and
affects the implementation effect of the service [14]. All of these make the performance of the service
fluctuant, which may lead to a reduced availability of the service selection. Some research works
have been carried out to improve the availability. For example, in [15], a QoS architecture for IoT
that focused on the control-mechanism for transferring and translation of QoS was proposed to
improve the QoS of IoT. In [16], a new and trustable framework for a Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
management/orchestration system with crucial security and authentication components by which it
ensures the delivery of users’ QoE was given. Furthermore, in [17], a cooperative evolution approach
for service composition under the restrictions of QoS was proposed to address the aim of distinguishing
prospective services out of many “similar” services and identifying needed services with regard to the
criteria of QoS. Because locating and invoking suitable services are quite challenging and traditional
service discovery and selection approaches have been proven inadequate, Karageorgos et al. proposed
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a decentralized service discovery and selection model [18] based on Artificial Potential Fields (APFs),
which are formed on each user service request and become active at points where services can be
provided. However, they did not consider some cases such as multiple variables in generating artificial
potential fields, etc. In practical industrial applications, many scholars also have put forward various
methods to solve the problem of the selection strategy for IoT services. For instance, the authors of [19]
proposed a register service selection-based security architecture to get rid of these problems in oil
production materials, pharmaceuticals and compound process industries. However, their approach
only can be applied to some specific areas, not as a generic method to solve the IoT service selection
problem in all kinds of areas.

Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that one effective way to solve the problem
of IoT service selection in IoT is to grade the services, as well as the similar problem in other
domains [20]. It can achieve the purpose of filtering poor quality services to ensure the quality
of services and developing the optimal selection strategy by evaluating the efficiency, reliability and
other comprehensive indexes of services. Nevertheless, there is no specific method for rating or
estimating IoT services [21] or grading the level of services only by a very simple method such as
the estimating method by a Randomization Test (RT) and the estimating method by a Single Test
in Steps (STS) [22]. Neither of these methods consider the angular and the accidental factors, so
that the resulting service level is not very reasonable, and it is difficult to achieve the purpose of
filtering out bad services and preserving the quality services. For example, Kim et al. have studied the
development and application of a taxonomy for IoT services [23], but they did not propose a specific
level evaluation method.

In this paper, a dynamic evaluation method is presented to estimate the quality level of the IoT
service, which takes into account the comprehensive and changeable factors, and each new evaluation
can achieve a higher level for better service indicators or vice versa, i.e., dynamic. Specifically,
an estimation mechanism for the quality level of the IoT service based on fuzzy logic ([24] also
proved fuzzy theory can be applied to IoT effectively) is used to grade the quality of the service,
which only considers the implementation effect of the service in the previous execution process,
instead of considering what kind of evaluation system is adopted, which ensures the proposed method
as a relatively generic approach. Firstly, a series of level changing rules based on fuzzy logic is defined,
which can be used to calculate the quality level of the service by testing the implementation effect of
the service. Furthermore, the dynamic influence factor for the rangeability of the fuzzy membership
degree is analyzed and formulized. Experiments are carried out by using a simulated service set
and show that the performance of the proposed method can achieve a more stable result and is more
in line with the actual service level in comparison with existing approaches, i.e., RT and STS. To sum
up, our main contribution is that the proposed method, which fully considers the dynamic changing
of the service and intensively takes the uncertainty of QoS into account, i.e., combining the theory of
fuzzy logic, is a relatively better approach in terms of appropriate evaluation of IoT services compared
to the other methods. At the same time, it can be used as a general method, since it does not only limit
the specific IoT sub-domain of the service, but also extracts the more common properties in the IoT
service for dynamic evaluation, so that it can be applied to a specific domain by adding or deleting
some certain attributes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the basic theory of fuzzy logic and
proposes the estimation method for IoT service level based on fuzzy logic, as well as gives some cases to
illustrate it. In Section 3, the service execution time and service reliability as the evaluation parameters
are added to the influence factor for the rangeability of the fuzzy membership degree; their definition is
given, and how they change the amplitude of the membership degree is explained. Section 4 establishes
a probabilistic model to express the service passing the test or not and reports the experimental results
and performance analysis in comparison with the existing approaches. Finally, Section 5 concludes our
work and sheds light on future works.
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2. An Estimation Mechanism for the Quality Level of the Service Level Based on Fuzzy Logic

In 1965, American scholar Zadeh put forward a method to describe fuzzy phenomena in
mathematics: fuzzy sets. The fuzzy set theory holds that the object in the domain of discourse
becomes gradually transitive due to the nature of the collection, rather than having a sudden change.
The appropriate membership function is established, and the fuzzy objects can be analyzed by the
relevant operation and transformation of fuzzy sets [25]. The fuzzy logic extends the binary logic zero
and one to the closed interval [0, 1] for any value in it, and it can be consecutive with an infinite number
of values, which belongs to the interval [0, 1]. In domain of discourse U, there is a given mapping µ:U
→ [0, 1]; this means µ determines a fuzzy set on U, marked as c̃. µ is called the membership function
of c̃’, and this is denoted as µc̃. It represents the degree to which an object belongs to the fuzzy set [26].
When µc̃(u) = 1, u completely belongs to the fuzzy set c̃, and u completely does not belong to fuzzy
set c̃ when it is equal to zero.

The service level reflects the comprehensive ability of the service, i.e., the overall service
implementation and the evaluation of the service by the users (or the rating agency). The initialization
of the service level can be evaluated by testing. The precondition of the testing is to have a set of
evaluation samples based on a certain standard, and the evaluation sample is divided into the service
levels. A simpler assessment (i.e., STS) is that if the service passes a test of an evaluation sample of
n, we speak about the service reaching a level of n. This method has great randomness such that the
sample of the same rating may not be able to measure the same angle, i.e., the service could only pass
the evaluation testing on these angles and cannot through testing at other angles. As a result, we need
to do a series of tests to evaluate the level of service. In this paper, a method based on fuzzy logic is
proposed to estimate the service level, and we can find out which level the service is most likely to
reach based on the evaluation test.

For the sake of illustration, this paper divides the service into six levels (of course, it can be
extended to n levels), and we use H to represent it, so H = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The membership degree of
each level is denoted by µk(i), i = 1...6. We use K to represent the fuzzy set of the service level, and K
is expressed as: K = {i | µk(i), i ∈ H}, where 0 ≤ µk(i) ≤ 1, Σ6

i=1 µk(i) ≤ 1. For a service resource, the
highest degree of membership is the level of the service resource.

For example, assume the membership of the six levels of a service after testing is
{0.1, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.4, 0}, so the fuzzy set of the service level can be denoted as K =

{(1, 0.1), (2, 0.4), (3, 0.2), (4, 0.2), (5, 0.1), (6, 0)}. As can be seen from the set K, the membership degree
of Level 2 is the highest, so it can be estimated that the service is most likely to reach Level 2.

Based on the fuzzy logic proposed in [27], the membership grade changing rules of fuzzy set K are
given in Table 1. m is the grade of the evaluation sample; i = 1...6. k is the number of rounds currently
being calculated; and q is defined as the changing factor of the membership degree, which affects the
changing rangeability of the membership degree, i.e., the higher q is, the more the membership degree
µk(i) of the current level increases and vice versa.

Table 1. Membership grade changing rules.

Condition Rule Type

i < m µk(i) = µk−1(i) − µk−1(i)q + µk−1(i − 1)q Increase rule
i = m µk(i) = µk−1(i) + µk−1(i − 1)q + µk−1(i + 1)q Increase rule
i > m µk(i) = µk−1(i) − µk−1(i)q + µk−1(i + 1)q Decrease rule

The rule is defined in the way given below when it is used in practice. When the service passes
the evaluation testing at a certain level, this level and the following level adopt the increase rule, while
the above levels adopt the decrease rule. For cases that do not pass, the membership grade does not
change [27]. For example, as shown in Table 2, the parameter q is set to 0.4 in order to explain the
changing rules of the membership grade in K.
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Table 2. An example of the membership grade changing rule when q = 0.4.

Initial µ = {1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} q = 0.4

1 µ = {0.6, 0.4, 0, 0, 0, 0} Pass Level 2
2 µ = {0.36, 0.64, 0, 0, 0, 0} Pass Level 2

3 µ = {0.216, 0.528, 0.256, 0, 0, 0} Pass Level 3
4 µ = {0.216, 0.528, 0.256, 0, 0, 0} Do not pass Level 3
5 µ = {0.216, 0.528, 0.256, 0, 0, 0} Do not pass Level 3

6 µ = {0.1296, 0.7168, 0.1536, 0, 0, 0} Pass Level 2

From this table, we can doubtlessly deduce that the service should be at the second level. Though
it passed the third test, the fourth test at the same level failed. It is assumed that the last time the
service was tested, it happened to coincide with the evaluation angle of the evaluation sample, which
led to the passing of the test; or in this testing, the evaluation angle of the evaluation sample did not
coincide with the test, so that the test failed. When performing the fifth service test at the same level, it
failed again. It is possible to have a higher probability of not reaching this level, then lowering the level
to continue the test. With this algorithm, some interference information can be excluded (i.e., some
angle, contingency factor, etc.) to make the result more reasonable [27]. The level of the service can be
evaluated by a certain number of tests.

In the same test, the degree of membership change obtained is shown in Table 3, after each stage
when q = 0.6.

Table 3. The example of the membership change rule when q = 0.6.

Initial µ = {1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} q = 0.6

1 µ = {0.4, 0.6, 0, 0, 0, 0} Pass Level 2
2 µ = {0.16, 0.84, 0, 0, 0, 0} Pass Level 2

3 µ = {0.064, 0.432, 0.504, 0, 0, 0} Pass Level 3
4 µ = {0.064, 0.432, 0.504, 0, 0, 0} Do not pass Level 3
5 µ = {0.064, 0.432, 0.504, 0, 0, 0} Do not pass Level 3

6 µ = {0.0256, 0.7728, 0.2016, 0, 0, 0} Pass Level 2

At this point, we can find that the membership grade of Service Level 3 is the highest in the third
test. If the test has finished at this time, the level of the service will return to 3. Therefore, the accuracy
of the service level estimation depends on the number of tests and the strategy of testing. In general,
the test at the same level should be repeated several times, especially for the case of failing several
times for a certain level of test, and the level must be reduced to test again. For example, in Table 3, the
test level was reduced to 2 when the forth and fifth test of Level 3 were not passed.

In addition, in the event of two consecutive tests of the service not passing a certain level and still
not passing the test after reducing the level the first time, we will make it equal to the first failure to
try the level. In this case, we can guarantee the same subproblems, so that it is convenient for us to
implement this using the iteration method.

Finally, considering the boundary conditions, the test level is no longer reduced when the test
level is 1, and the results of the fuzzy set are integrated with the other level test for the test at Level 6
due to the two consecutive calculations showing a rising rule.

3. The Influence Factor for the Rangeability of the Fuzzy Membership Degree

Based on the above two examples, we can clearly see that parameter q determines the rangeability
of the membership degree. Decrease rules, for example, ∆ = (µk−1(i + 1)− µk−1(i))q with the variation
of µk(i). Since the service level is a comprehensive evaluation of the service, parameter q can consider
many changeable factors, such as the speed of the test completed for services, the reliability, satisfaction
and interest of the samples, etc. All of these factors may change over time, and the changed factors
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(better or worse) will affect the q in turn (higher or lower). Therefore, the next evaluation can produce
a different result, which reflects the dynamic nature of the proposed method. In this paper, we selected
two changeable factors to illustrate, i.e., the execution time of the service test and the reliability of the
sample to illustrate.

First of all, the speed of service execution is compared with the similar services by a regular
execution time and the longest execution time. The service completes the test in a time less than
or equal to the regular execution time, indicating that the service response performance is very
good; the performance of service response is flat when the service execution time is between regular
and maximum time; if it exceeds the maximum time, we think the service response performance is
poor [27]. The service completion test speed factor can be defined as Definition 1 in the form of a
function to express.

Definition 1. Ta is the regular time to complete the evaluation sample test for the service; Tb is the maximum
time to complete the test for the service; ρ is the adjustment coefficient, 0 < ρ < 1. The function F(t) that
denotes the speed of testing a service is defined as follows (for each evaluation sample test, the values of Ta and
Tb can be different):

F(t) =


1 i f t ≤ Ta

1− ρ× ( t−Ta
Tb−Ta

) i f Ta < t < Tb

0 i f t ≥ Tb

(1)

Secondly, RE is used to represent the reliability of samples, 0 < RE < 1. The larger the value of
RE is, the more reliable the evaluation sample is and the faster the service level needs to change. The
reliability of the evaluation sample reflects the historical accuracy of the sample. According to different
historical stages, we have given different adjusting parameters for the calculation of its accuracy to
reflect the reference value of the accuracy of different historical periods. Generally speaking, the most
recent data are the most valuable, so we can obtain Definition 2 for RE and θ1 < θ2 < θ3 in most cases.

Definition 2. Set up T1 and T2 as two historical moments. T2 is a closer moment to the present. Therefore,
there are three time periods, the time period before T1, the time period T1–T2 and the time period T2 to present.
θ1, θ2, θ3 have been used as factors to adjust the correct reference weight of the three historical periods. Each of
these three factors is greater than zero and less than one, and θ1 + θ2 + θ3 = 1. RE1, RE2 and RE3 represent
the accuracy of these three historical periods, so we have:

RE = θ1 × RE1 + θ2 × RE2 + θ3 × RE3 (2)

If we use correct1, correct2, correct3 respectively representing the same number of services
evaluated by sample testing and the last evaluation results in three historical periods, test1, test2,
test3, respectively representing the total number of service tests evaluated by the sample in the three
historical periods, therefore we have:

REi =
Correcti

testi
i = 1, 2, 3 (3)

Finally, according to the characteristics of q, set:

q = σ× REc × F(t) (4)

where “c” is a constant, 0 < c < 1. “σ” is an adjustable coefficient to reflect the difference in the
evaluation of different services. F(t) = 1 when the service test execution time is within the normal
range, and q becomes larger as the RE becomes higher. F(t) becomes smaller when the test time goes
beyond the normal range, and q becomes smaller as RE becomes lower. F(t) = 0, and q = 0 when the
test time exceeds the maximum time, indicating the failure of the membership changing rule [27].
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In particular, this mechanism can be extended to achieve a level of self-renewal in
service-providing applications; because when introducing service level matching in the previous
section, we allowed the service to be run across level calling, which is consistent with the strategy of
the evaluation test. In addition, the parameter q that determines the degree of membership changing
is evolved according to the user’s feedback on the performance of the service such as the user’s
satisfaction degree, interest degree, etc. At this time, the parameter RE can be understood as the
credibility of user evaluation.

4. Experiment

In this section, we will carry out the simulation experiment by programming according to the
above method in order to determine the various parameters in the formulas above and to compare the
the practical effects on evaluating levels, as well as the execution efficiency between our Fuzzy Logic
Estimating Level (FLEL) mechanism and the other two methods on the test service set. The changing
rules for the membership degree adopted are as shown in Table 1.

In Section 4.1, a reasonable range of q values is determined by defining the probability model that
the service actually passes the test and comparing the average service level estimated by the FLEL
mechanism with the increase of the q value. Based on this, the parameters ρ in Formula (1) and σ in
Formula (4) are determined, and a test service set containing 300 simulated services is generated to be
used by the three methods in the following section. Finally, the evaluation processes of the other two
methods that will be compared are described.

In Section 4.2, the actual effects of three methods on estimating the service level are compared
to the average estimation level result and its variance, and the executing efficiency by the average
passing time.

4.1. Setup

4.1.1. Parameters

To simulate the actual probability of service at a certain level, we define the probability model of
a service passing a certain level as Formula (5), where n is the largest level, α is the basis of probability
and β is the factor for the probability decreasing. In this experiment, we take n as 6, α as 0.4 and β as
0.1, which are more consistent with the actual situation of the service passing the tests.

Probpass = α + (n + 1− leveltest)× β (5)

On the basis of this probability model, we test the changing of the estimated level with the
increasing of the q value after the implementation of service level estimation based on fuzzy logic,
where the ordinate numeral denotes the average result of estimating 100 times, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The changing trend of the average value of the service level estimated with the increasing of
the q value.
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Through the above figure, we can conclude that the estimated results nearly had no change after
the q value reached around 0.5. At the same time, the estimated level change was relatively flat from a
q value of 0.5–1.0. Therefore, we need to adjust the ρ in Formula (1) and the σ in Formula (4) for the
final calculation of the q value to be distributed more homogeneously between 0.1 and 0.5.

4.1.2. Service Set

In order to test the actual effect of this method, we randomly generated a test set of 300 services
and randomly divided each service into one of four categories, as partly shown in Table 4. The value
range of the current service’s test execution time is [1, 120], and we set Ta as 60 and Tb as 100 according
to Definition 1. The scope of the credibility evaluation sample parameters test1, test2, test3 is set to
[1, 100]; the scope of correct1, correct2, correct3 is respectively set to [1, testa] [1, testb] [1, testc]; and the
parameters θ1, theta2, theta3 are 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 respectively, according to Definition 2. Through many
attempts, the final setting of the value of ρ is 0.8, and σ is set between [0.6, 0.75] based on the service
type so as to reflect the difference in the evaluations of different services.

Table 4. Part of the test service set.

Service No. Type t Test1 Test2 Test3 Correct1 Correct2 Correct3

Service 131 Type 2 75 44 53 72 44 43 46
Service 132 Type 3 116 60 35 63 1 32 44
Service 133 Type 3 46 12 77 2 2 1 2
Service 134 Type 4 58 38 45 54 14 4 6
Service 135 Type 1 35 43 83 6 3 57 2
Service 136 Type 2 50 89 62 75 49 15 1
Service 137 Type 4 81 59 68 16 16 13 12
Service 138 Type 4 21 83 91 54 77 67 36
Service 139 Type 3 104 11 23 43 10 7 22
Service 140 Type 2 23 77 85 37 41 13 14

Combining Formulas (1), (2) and (4), the q value distribution of 300 services is shown in Figure 2
according to the above parameters.

Figure 2. Parameter q distribution of 300 services.

We can arrive at the conclusion that the q value of most services was evenly distributed between
0.1 and 0.5 for all the services that were randomly generated except for the q value of the service
with an execution time exceeding the longest response time (i.e., t > Tb), which is 0. There are only
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18 services with a q value of more than 0.5, which means that 94% of the services have a good parameter
for the membership degree changing rangeability.

4.1.3. The Other Two Methods

Estimating method by the Randomization Test (RT): This method finds the highest level ratio
by comparing each level ratio of the evaluated service and regarding it as the final evaluation result.
We use the roulette probability model to simulate the passing probability of the service by this method
due to the difference between this method and our FLEL method on evaluation levels. The probability
model is shown in Figure 3. This method also can be regarded as testing for every level randomly and
takes the maximum passing rate level as the final result after several rounds of testing.

Figure 3. Roulette probability model.

Estimating method by the Single Test in Steps (STS). This method is the same as the FLEL method
for the service level estimation process, but it increases the test level only after a single successful test,
as well as drops the test level only after a single test failure. We adopted the same probability model,
as FLEL passed the service level test for this approach, as shown in Formula (5).

4.2. Results and Analysis

4.2.1. Estimation Result

We compared the proposed FLEL mechanism with the other two methods for the actual estimation
results on the test service set, and the degree and dispersion of the level result estimated by the three
methods can be assessed by the mean value and the variance of the service level obtained by experiment.
We expect to get a more moderate level average (i.e., not too high or not too low), as well a larger
variance to ensure the discrete degree of the estimated results, which will maximize the differences
between services.

Formula (6) defines the mean value of estimating service level L, where Li represents the
estimation level of the i-th service and n represents the total number of services. Formula (7) defines
the variance of estimating service level σ2

L, where Li and n are the same as above. Finally, as the total
number of services n increases, the changing of L and σ2

L is plotted in Figure 4a,b, respectively.

L =
∑ Li

n
i = 1...n (6)
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σ2
L =

(Li − L)2

n
i = 1...n (7)

It can be seen that RT has a lower estimation result mean value of service level, and STS’s result is
higher, while the result of the FLEL mechanism is relatively moderate, as shown in Figure 4a, which
means FLEL has a better estimation result according to the discussion above.

(a) The mean service level (b) The variance of the service level

Figure 4. The changing of the service level with respect to different amounts of service. RT,
Randomization Test; STS, Single Test in Steps.

Moreover, as can be seen from Figure 4b, FLEL always has the highest variance compared with
the other two methods, so that its estimation results of the service level are more discrete. In another
words, it can fully reflect the differences of quality between each service, which is more convenient for
providing an effective reference to users.

Furthermore, combing the result of the discussion in Section 2, it can also be shown that the FLEL
mechanism can eliminate interference information such as perspective and accidental factors, etc.,
which makes the evaluation better conform to the actual situation of the service, while the other two
methods do not consider these factors.

To sum up, based on the above discussion, the proposed mechanism FLEL shows a better effect
than the other two methods (RT and STS) in estimating the service level.

4.2.2. Efficiency Measure

As stated earlier, the FLEL method’s estimated result of the service level is more accurate and
objective, which depends on its strategy and the number of tests to a certain extent. Therefore, does
that means the FLEL method’s efficiency is low and that it will greatly extend the time consumption of
the evaluation?

In this section, we compare the efficiency of the three methods by using the Average Passed
Times (APTs).

For RT, APT mainly depends on the number of rounds tested at six levels so that APTRT = 6× n,
where n is the number of rounds tested, as mentioned in Section 4.1.3.

For the STS, APT is equal to the result level, namely APTSTS = Levelservice, which is a
constant value.

For FLEL, we can only get the APT through the actual test. Accordingly, for each q value from
0.1–1.0, we calculate 1000 times to get the APT of each level, as shown in Figure 5. We can find that
the maximum APT is about 22 when q is 0.1 and the service level is evaluated at Level 3. Besides, in
the sixty ranking results, 91.7% of APTs are less than 15. This can be approximated to APTFLEL ≤ 15,
which is a constant value.
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Figure 5. The Average Passed Times (APTs) of FLEL.

As a result, APTSTS < APTFLEL < APTRT .
Through the above analysis, the APTs of FLEL and STS are smaller than the APT of RT, meanwhile

the APTs of FLEL and STS are constant in the same order of magnitude. We can obtain that the
efficiency of FLEL is very close to the traditional methods or even higher, and its evaluation is more
stable and more in line with the actual level of service.

5. Conclusions

In the application of IoT services, one effective way to discover the service needed by users and
to develop a service selection strategy is to grade the services. Due to the imperfect evaluation or
estimation methods for services, this paper proposed a dynamic IoT service level estimation method
based on fuzzy logic. On account of fuzzy set theory, this method sets reasonable membership grade
changing rules and takes into account the comprehensive factors, which are both changeable and
generic, such as service execution efficiency and service reliability. In the experimental section, we
determined the various parameters of services according to the distributed range of the q value first
and then generated the service test set, which conformed to the actual situation. By comparison with
two classical estimation methods, the experimental results showed that the FLEL method has a suitable
level result, and it can maximize the quality differences between services when evaluating the level of
service. It was proven that the efficiency of this method is close to the other methods or even higher
through the comparison of APTs. Our future work will include optimizing the membership grade
changing rules by combining with a new theory, further expanding the scale of the experiment to
ensure the stability of this method and applying this method in practice to examine its actual effect,
e.g., adding a lightweight self-renewal module of the service level based on the proposed mechanism
to the actual service in the IoT circumstance, so that the service level can change dynamically through
the service itself instead of through the users, which can address the issue of service selection in a
more efficient way.
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